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MIMESIS

ESSENCE

COLLECTION

Ter Laak Orchids is the one-stop shop 
for high-end Phalaenopsis. Under our 
own brand Mimesis, we supply many 
varieties and unusual concepts all year-
round, available in different pot sizes. 
This provides easy access to a complete 
assortment, so you can always find 
Phalaenopsis in all of its amazing forms 
under one roof.

In our inspiration centre, we 
continuously test our newest ideas. This 
allows us to offer concepts with proven 
added value. We can also surprise and 
inspire our customers with novelties 
and continuously changing product 
presentations of our brand Mimesis. 
It’s a brand that emphasises emotion, 
sharing and binding. Because that is 
what our orchids do.



MIMESIS COLLECTION

COLLECTIONMIMESIS

The product range consists of the 
main line Mimesis and several 
distinct concepts, each with its 
own character and story, which 
together form the Mimesis 
Collection.

Mimesis Originals

Mimesis Marvellous

Mimesis Muse

Mimesis No. 7

Mimesis Spirit

MEANING OF 
MIMESIS
From the dictionary:
mimesis [imitation] 
< Ancient Greek 
mimèsis [imitation, 
reflection], derived 
from mimeisthai [to 
imitate], from mimos 
(e.g. mime).

MEANING OF 
MIMESIS
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MIMESIS

ORIGINALS

Mimesis holds up a mirror to 
your heart – a glimpse into your 
hidden desires and a reflection 
of your innermost self. Mimesis 
moves and surprises, supports 
and energises. An expression of 
unity with each other and within 
yourself.

These are orchids as you know 
and love them. An endless range 
of varieties, colours and sizes, 
selected especially for you.

COLLECTION
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Romanion

Tigris African Queen Joyride Stellenbosch

Red Eye

Manta MaldivesHazard Pasadena

Pink Peace Rhône Las Palmas

Donau Goya Murcia White
bigflower

Fang Mei
Babyface

Lempa

Magdalena Wildcat Asian Coral

Polka Dots

Pink Clouds

Black Stripes

Narbonne

Dragon Heart FerraraSurf Song Miraflore Torino

MIDI-FLORA
CHARACTERISTICS
Height   60-80cm
Pot size  ø12cm
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Cranberry
Cha Cha

Happy Ladybug Bowdion

Treviso Arezzo Motagua

Vienna Hot Lip Rembrandt

Broken Heart

Mia Snowflake Beaution

Santa Rosa Summersong Violet Queen

San Juan

Rotterdam

Hornglin

La Paz

COLLECTION

MULTI-FLORA
CHARACTERISTICS
Height   40-60cm
Pot size  ø12cm

Coco 3 Pink Flamingo

Queena

Coco 24 Brazilian Fever

Perceval Daisy Safe Haven

Bolzano Indian Summer
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MINI-FLORA
CHARACTERISTICS
Height   35cm
Pot size  ø9cm

Lola 3 Daisy Cute Holly 15

Bolzano Bowdion Confetio

Violet Queen Vienna Amalion

Lola 15

Mia Snowflake Coco 4

Chanel 7 Lady Manuela Sakura

Sunshine

Yilan

Hornglin

Cali

Julia 8 Little Star

Neele 8

Lotte Brazilian Fever

Perceval Tynion Happy Smile

Safe Haven Lola

• 

• exclusive 
• ow

n breeding
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MARVELLOUS
branched

Dauntless and exuberant, 
Marvellous greets you with its 
lush head of flowers. Daring and 
spirited, an infectious burst of 
flowers that makes the world a 
little more cheerful.

The pot comes with two plants 
rather than one, resulting in an 
abundance of flowers – gorgeous 
combinations in various colours. 
Marvellous is a bouquet that you 
will be able to enjoy for months 
on end.

Pink Red

COLLECTION

Light pink
CHARACTERISTICS
Height   70cm
Pot size  ø17cm
Flowers  50+/70+

• •

• exclusive • own breeding



MIMESIS

CHARACTERISTICS
Height   70cm
Pot size  ø17cm
Spikes  4-spike/6-spike

MARVELLOUS
midi-flora

Dauntless and exuberant, 
Marvellous greets you with its 
lush head of flowers. Daring and 
spirited, an infectious burst of 
flowers that makes the world a 
little more cheerful.

The pot comes with two plants 
rather than one, resulting in an 
abundance of flowers – gorgeous 
combinations in various colours. 
Marvellous is a bouquet that you 
will be able to enjoy for months 
on end.

COLLECTION

OrangePurpleWhite 
special

Light pinkWhite

• 

• exclusive • own breeding
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Orange YellowPink PurpleWhite Red Lip

MUSE

An orchid as mysterious and 
elusive as the muses who inspire 
artists. Its wild flowers reflect 
an unquenchable desire for 
freedom. An inexhaustible 
source of creativity and vitality.

The meandering branches give 
Muse its bold form. The branches 
are twisted by hand, making each 
plant unique. Due to its compact 
size, Muse is a beautiful plant 
on tables and looks stunning in 
arrangements.

CHARACTERISTICS
Height   35cm
Pot size  ø12cm



NO. 7

A tribute to the most famous 
perfume house in the world. 
Close your eyes and let yourself 
be carried away by the ethereal 
scent of the delicate flowers. 
A fleeting perfume, sweet and 
subtle.

Most orchids have no scent, 
which is what makes this variety 
so special. At night, this plant 
converts CO2 into oxygen. This 
process releases a wonderful 
natural scent, which you can 
smell especially in the morning. 
Another striking feature are 
the small flowers in mostly soft 
pastel shades.

COLLECTIONMIMESIS

CHARACTERISTICS
Height   35cm
Pot size  ø9cm

Height  40-50cm
Pot size  ø12cm

ScentionRising 
Sun

Hidden
Nature

Morning 
Breeze

ø9cm

ø12cm
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SPIRIT

There can be no sound without 
silence. Opposites complement 
each other. The harmony of 
contradictory sensations. 
Understated and outspoken, 
simple and complex, delicate and 
powerful – this orchid has it all.

Our special cultivation method 
creates short, robust branches 
with large flowers. Due to its 
compact size, Spirit is a perfect 
centrepiece on tables and looks 
stunning in arrangements.

OrangeWhite
special

PinkWhite Pink
special

COLLECTION

CHARACTERISTICS
Height   45cm
Pot size  ø12cm

Yellow

•

• exclusive • own breeding
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ARRANGEMENTS

The orchid of your choice 
incorporated into an 
arrangement, completely in line 
with the season. That is also a 
possibility. Choose one of the 
already prepared arrangements 
or have one made up exactly as 
you prefer.
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CERAMICS

COLLECTION

Mimesis reflects your emotion. 
Add the finishing touch with our 
line of ceramic ware. Whether
year round or seasonal, discover 
which ceramic suits you best.

Quinn

Bobby

Series Demi
caramel red

Casey

Series Nicky
panna caramel 

terracotta
Casey QuinnSeries Lou

nude

gold

ø9cm

red bronze

ø12cm

bronze

Lauren Vanja

ø17cm

Vanja

gold





CONTACT

Ter Laak Orchids
Middenzwet 23
2291 HM Wateringen

+31 (0) 174 870 110
info@orchidee.nl
www.orchidee.nl

mimesis-orchids.com 

Our certifications:

MPS-GAP
MPS-Socially Qualified
On the way to PlanetProof
Phytosanitary certified



created by Ter Laak Orchids


